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KK60-100
Order No . 03 .1810

KK60-200
Order No . 03 .1820

Kontakt 60
Contact cleaners, removes layers of corrosion and 
dirt from contact materials and thus eliminates contact 
resistances and voltage losses at plugs, switches, tuners, 
etc .

KKLR-200
Order No . 03 .1950

Kontakt LR
Cleaner for PCBs, with brush spray head .
For removing flux residues after soldering work and for 
general cleaning of electronic components .

KKP60-200
Order No . 03 .0730

Kontakt 60 Plus
Contact cleaner plus protection, with a combi-
nation of active agents for removing dirt and oxide 
layers and a high-quality lubricating and protective oil . 
The cleaner KKP60-200 cleans, lubricates and protects 
and is suitable for maintenance and repair of plugs, 
switches, controls, terminals, buttons, etc ., particu-
larly those which are exposed to weather or corrosive 
surroundings . NSF registration for use in the food 
industry .

KS50-200
Order No . 03 .2240

Solvent 50
Label remover, for paper labels, natural-based .
The solvent agent penetrates the label and dissolves the 
adhesive underneath .
Effective after 2-4 minutes .
It should not be used on solvent-sensitive plastic 
materials .

KS99-400
Order No . 03 .2220

Screen 99
Active foam, for cleaning glass surfaces and plastic 
surfaces .
For effective dirt removal on screens, copiers, housings, 
etc .

KKWL-200
Order No . 03 .1880

Kontakt WL
Spray wash, for washing and degreasing electronic 
units . Can be used for the complete range of electronic 
applications . The quick-acting cleaner removes greasy, 
oily or sticky substances without residues .

KT600-200
Order No . 03 .1910

Tuner 600
Precision cleaner, for contacts . Cleans light dirt 
accumulation in potentiometers, sliding controls, etc . 
and eliminates contact faults .
Due to high material compatibility, suitable for sensitive 
components .

KSTFT-200
Order No . 03 .4700

Screen TFT
Foam cleaner, for TFT monitors and LCD monitors .
The stable active foam is solvent-free, thus suitable for 
TFT displays and LCDs, laptops, GPS devices, mobile 
phones, PDAs, touch screens, CDs, scanners, photo-
copiers and cameras .
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